
Respiration 
Oxygen and energy-rich substances like glucose are taken into the 

body but how does the cell get the energy it needs to work? 

Use of energy  

One of the characteristics of living organisms is respiration, the  

release of chemical energy in cells. Cells use the energy for all their 

reactions and processes. These processes include:  

 movement — muscle contraction. 
 making new substances from small molecules, e.g. proteins from 

amino acids. 
 growth and repair — putting together substances to make new cells 

or to replace old cells.  
 active transport — moving substances through a cell membrane 

against a concentration gradient. 
 nerve impulses — energy is needed for nerve cells to pass impulses 

along their length. 
 heat — to keep mammals and birds at a constant body temperature. 

Plants also need energy for all the processes listed above, except for  

movement and nervous impulses. 

Respiration  

All organisms must have a source of energy. Animals eat  

food containing energy-rich substances like fat and starch.  

The substances are broken down by the digestive system into  

smaller molecules such as glucose. The digested molecules are 

absorbed into cells. Respiration takes place in the cytoplasm of 

cells. In the cytoplasm glucose is broken down to give carbon  

dioxide and water. This process also releases energy.  

Plants need energy as much as animals do. Plants and 

animals need to release energy for cell reactions. The process of 

respiration occurs all the time in plants, just as it does in animals. 

 

 
List:As you read, 
make a table in 
your copy book 
showing the ways 
cells use energy 



Aerobic respiration 

Aerobic respiration means the release of energy using oxygen. 

 Oxygen is carried by the blood in animals and diffuses into cells.  

Glucose also travels to the cells in the blood. In plants the sugars  

are carried in phloem tissue. The phloem is found in the veins of  

the leaves and stem. Oxygen diffuses to all of the cells from the 

surface of the plant. In the cytoplasm of cells there are specialized 

organelles called mitochondria which contain the enzymes needed  

for respiration. Oxygen diffuses into the mitochondria and is used to  

react with glucose to produce carbon dioxide 

 and water. The chemical energy is transferred  

to a substance called ATP .Each molecule of ATP  

has a small amount of energy. The ATP can move  

around the cell to take the small packets of  

energy to all the reactions that need it. The word 

 and formula equation for aerobic respiration is: 

 

 

 

 

Anaerobic respiration: 

Anaerobic respiration is the release of energy without oxygen. If a  

person runs very quickly then breathing might not bring in enough 

oxygen. The person still needs to move so the muscle cells short  

cut the respiration process. The glucose is only partly broken down.  

This happens very quickly but only a little of the energy can be  

transferred to the ATP. Most of the energy is left in the remaining 

substance which is called lactic acid. The word and formula  

equation for anaerobic respiration in a muscle is: 

glucose + oxygen ——> carbon dioxide + water + (energy) 

C6H1206+602——>6CO2+6H20    +  (38 ATP) 

Take a Look 

Identify in the 
cell, where does 
respiration take 
place? 

In mitochondria 

Glucose    ——>   lactic acid + (some energy ) 

C6H1206——>2C3H6 O3 + (2ATP) 

 

 

Compare  
What is the 
difference 
between the 
energy produced 
in aerobic and 
anaerobic 
respiration 
Energy produced 
in aerobic 
respiration is 
more(38ATP) 
than anaerobic 
(2ATP) 



Work Sheet 

Pre Reading Task: 

 

A. Complete this KWL chart:  Know, Want to know and what new Learnt 
about respiration: 

 

Things I know  Things I want to know Things That I learnt  

   

   

   

 

B. Complete the mind map below. Use only the words in the list. 
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C. Fatima is running a marathon. Complete these sentences about Fatima’s 
body, by choosing from the words below. 

 
 

 

 

      When she is running, Fatima’s leg muscles  needs lots 

      of energy. The energy comes from oxygen  and glucose 

      in her blood. Her muscle cells are respiring . Fatima’s heart 

is beating fast and she is breathing deeply to get enough oxygen 

 and glucose to her muscle cells. Fatima is sweating because some  

of the energy is released as heat. 

D. Complete the table: 

 Aerobic Respiration Anaerobic Respiration in 
humans 

Reactants O2
 glucose and glucose 

Products CO2 Lactic acid and energy  ,water and energy 

Amount of energy 
releases 

More(38 ATP) Less (2ATP) 

Where it happens All body cells Muscle cells 

When it happens All the time During excercise 

 

E. Write one or more sentences to answer the question.  

Explain what happens during anaerobic respiration. 

Anaerobic respiration is the release of energy without oxygen .The glucose is 
only partly broken down, little of the energy can be transferred to the ATP 
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